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ISTRTDIC
A: island     B: silly

C: diction    D: district

ERVPVASIE
A: persuade    B: vases

C: pervasive    D: vast

ESTRWHEIL
A: while

B: establish

C: stable

D: erstwhile

Answers: 1) D 2) C 3) D

I am a symbol of love and the
pride of India. 

I am one of the seven wonders on
the world.

You can find me on the banks of a
river. 

I am facing a threat due to
pollution.

Answers: Taj Mahal

Quiz 
time as per this criterion:

Car : scooter : bus : bicycle
a) 4:3:2:1   b) 2:3:4:1   c) 3:2:4:1
d) 4:2:3:1

3 Diesel exhaust is the
main source of three

highly toxic pollutants that
have a widespread impact
on the urban air quality and
human health. Name them
a) SPM, Sulphur 
dioxide and Nitrogen oxides (NOx) 
b) Suspended 
particulate matter (SPM), benzene 
c) Sulphur dioxide, Ammonia,
Benzene 
d) Lead, NOx, CO2

4 Earlier, leaded petrol
used to be the most

widespread, though easily
preventable, source of
urban air pollution in the
world. According to WHO
(World Health
Organization), 15–18 million
children in the developing
countries are already suf-
fering from permanent
brain damage due to lead
poisoning. Why is tetra-
ethyl lead added to petrol?
a) It prevents engine knocking 
b) Reduces vehicular emissions 
c) Increases life of motor tyres 
d) None of the above

1 The following pollutant is
not contained in the

vehicular exhaust emissions:
a) Lead  

b) Ammonia

c) Carbon monoxide  

d) Particulate matter

2 Environmental friend-
liness of a vehicle

could be measured by the
amount of pollutants it
emits per passenger per
kilometre travelled.Rate
the environmental friend-
liness (1=best & 4=worst)
of the following vehicles

AIR POLLUTION

Answers: 1) b, 2) a, 3) b, 4) a)

SOURCE: TERI

Draw the easy way

Idiom-etrics
(Choose the idiom that best suits the situation)

V
inay has signed up for a competition, which has a prize money of ` 50,000. He
clears the preliminary online test with high scores and is now sure that he will
win the final of the competition that will be held

next week. In fact he is so confident of winning
that he went shopping online and ordered a
horde of goodies for himself. Alas, when the
results were announced, Vinay realized he had
spent the money before he had won it.

A)  Beat around the bush  

B)  Better late than never

C)  Don’t count your chickens before
they hatch

L
ucy studied hard for her Board
exams. She was focussed in
her studies.And

her hard work
paid off, as
she topped the
Board

a)  Can’t make heads or tails of

b)  Burn the midnight oil 

C)  Two heads are better than one 

TRIVIA

I
n 1635, this phrase was used by Francis
Quarles in literary work, which was a
synonym to the word ‘elucubrate’. It lit-

erally meant to work by the side of a candle.
To burn the midnight oil was the English way
of saying that someone was working hard
through the night because candles were
used in the olden times to provide light at
night. The word ‘elucubrate’ was defined in
1623 as doing things by the candlelight 

Answer: C

Answer: B

SOURCE: THEIDIOMS.COM

Editor
in the making

Read the news and give a catchy headline that can go with your news

at toinie175@gmail.com.  The best three entries will be published in

the edition. Watch out for this space!!!

Weave a story with headlines

ciao!

hallo!
hello!

hola! Learn a 

Work sheet
➤ How will you greet someone before starting a con-
versation?

➤ What will you say, if u want to ask a stranger if he
can speak English ..

➤ What will you say if someone stops you on the
road and says something in French?

➤ How will you respond, if a cop stops you and starts
asking questions? 

FRENCH
NEW LANGUAGE

1) Bonjour! 
Meaning: Good morning, hello

2) Bienvenue
Meaning: Welcome

3) Parlez-vous anglais?
Meaning: Do you speak English?

4) Je ne parle pas
français    
MEANING: I do not speak French

5) Excusez-moi         
MEANING: Excuse me Answer: 1) Bonjour!,  2) Excusez-moi , Parlez-vous anglais?, 

3) Bonjour!  Je ne parle pas français, 4) Je ne parle pas français 

News 

J
apanese tennis superstar
Naomi Osaka withdrew herself
from the French Open late on

Monday. Osaka, who is the highest
earning female athlete on the planet,
posted on social media about her with-
drawal. She had earlier announced she
wouldn't be addressing press confer-
ences at Roland Garros. The 23-year-old
said she had suffered long bouts of
depression after the 2018 US Open.

12 x 12  =  9

23 x 23 =  16

34 x 34 =  ?

Answer : 13
(If 12x12 = 144, then 1 + 4 + 4 = 9
If 23x23 = 529, then 5 + 2 + 9 = 16
If 34x34 = 1156, then 1 + 1 + 5 + 6 = 13)

Q

Answer:  47
Each number is the sum of the previous
two numbers, ie 18 + 29 = 47

1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 18, 29, ?Q

Answer : 5 (70/14 = 5; 91/13 = 7,
120/24 = 5)

70     91     120
14      13      24
5       7        ?

Q

WHAT NUMBER SHOULD
REPLACE THE QUESTION MARK?

“Life is short, but there is always time 
enough for courtesy.”

RALPH WALDO EMERSON, POET 03WIZARD’S CORNER
FRIDAY, JUNE 4, 2021

CLICK HERE: PAGE 3 AND 4

SEJAL ANJARIA
Art Educator-
Zebar School for
Children, Ahmd



Q1:
The Black Caps will play

England at Lord’s, and India

at Southampton. Where is the

other England test?

a) The Oval   ❑ b) Headingley   ❑

c) Edgbaston   ❑ d) Old Trafford    ❑

Q2:
Barcelona won their first

Women’s Champions

League title by beating Chelsea by

what score at the weekend?

a) 4-0   ❑ b) 2-0   ❑ c) 3-0   ❑ d) 5-0    ❑

Q3:
Which city is the

frontrunner with the IOC

to host the 2032 Olympic Games?

a) Johannesburg   ❑ b) Brisbane   ❑

c) Melbourne   ❑ d) Cape Town    ❑

Q4:
Chris Wood bagged his

12th goal of the Premier

League season in Burnley’s 2-0 win

over Fulham. How many times has

the All Whites striker now scored

for the Clarets in all competitions?

a) 85   ❑ b) 45   ❑ c) 50   ❑ d) 49    ❑

Q5:
Who is second behind BJ

Watling on the list of

most New Zealand test

wicketkeeping dismissals?

a) Ken Wadsworth   ❑ b) Adam Parore   ❑

c) Ian Smith   ❑ d) Brendon McCullum    ❑

Q6:
How many Olympic medals

has Lisa Carrington won?

a) Two   ❑ b) Four   ❑ c) Five   ❑ d) Three    ❑

Q7:
Sergey Bubka was a World

Champion and gold medal

winner in which sport?

a) Pole Vault   ❑ b) Long Jump   ❑

c) Shot Put   ❑ d) Swimming    ❑

Q8:
Peter Crouch played 225

games and scored 46

goals for which club?

a) Stoke City   ❑ b) Watford F.C.   ❑

c) Swansea City   ❑ d) Reading F.C.   ❑

Q9:
Who is the first Indian

rower to win a gold at the

Asian Games in the year 2010?

a) Sawarn Singh   ❑ b) Bajrang Lal Takhar   ❑

c) Dattu Baban Bhokanal   ❑

d) Dushyant Chauhan   ❑

Q10:
Who became the first

female to be appointed

to the ICC International Panel of

Match Referees in 2019?

a) GS Lakshmi  ❑ b) Diana Edulji   ❑

c) Jhulan Goswami   ❑ d) Sudha Shah   ❑

Q11:
Who was the first Indian

to receive the

International Shooting Sport

Federation (ISSF) Blue Cross?

a) Ronjan Sodhi  ❑ b) Vijay Kumar   ❑

c) Gagan Narang   ❑ d) Abhinav Bindra   ❑
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ANSWERS: 1. c) Edgbaston   2. a) 4-0

3. b) Brisbane   4. c) 50   5. b) Adam Parore 

6. d) Three   7. a) Pole Vault   8. a) Stoke City 

9. b) Bajrang Lal Takhar   10. a) GS Lakshmi

11. d) Abhinav Bindra

QUIZ TIME!

Lisa Carrington

I
ndia captain Virat
Kohli has said that In-
dia and New Zealand
would contest the in-
augural World Test

Championship (WTC) final
as equals, despite expecta-
tions that playing conditions
would better suit his oppo-
nents. The limited prepara-
tion time available to India
before the final, which begins
on June 18 at the Ageas Bowl
in Southampton, would not
impact the team’s chances
due to their previous experi-
ence of playing in England,
Kohli added.

India lost 2-0 to New
Zealand in their two-Test se-
ries last year, their only de-
feat in the WTC, which began
in August 2019. “We are on
equal terms,” Kohli told a
news conference. “The con-
ditions are as potent for New
Zealand as they are for us.
Whichever team performs
well session by session, hour
by hour, is going to win that
championship.

Familiar with conditions
“In the past, we’ve landed
three days prior to the sched-

ule and had a great tour. It’s
not the first time we’re tour-
ing England. We all know
what the conditions are like.
We don’t have any issues even
with just four practice ses-
sions ahead of the final. We
all want to make the most of
the opportunity at hand.”
Kohli added that reaching the
final was a testament to In-
dia’s recent progress in the
format and held a lot of val-
ue for the team.

“We take pride in playing
Test cricket,” he said. “The
way we have progressed as a
side is an example of what Test

cricket means to us. As a
unit, those of us who have
been part of the Test side
for years, this is an accu-
mulation of all our hard
work. We are very happy to
take the opportunity to play
the finals.” India will undergo
10 days of quaran-
tine on arrival in
S o u t h a m p t o n
while New
Zealand are cur-
rently playing
England at
Lord’s in the first
of two Tests.
REUTERS
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S
pain star Caroli-
na Marin might
have been ruled
out of the Tokyo
Olympics but ace
Indian shuttler
PV Sindhu kno-

ws that she still cannot take it
easy considering the stiff com-
petition she has to face in the up-
coming Games. Rio 2016 Olympic
badminton champion Marin on
Tuesday announced that she has
sustained an injury and will be
undergoing surgery later this
week. Sindhu had tasted defeat
in a classic encounter against
Marin in the 2016 Olympics and
in the Swiss Open final in March.

Can’t take it easy 

■  “Well I don’t think so because
you know in the women’s circuit,
top 1 to 10 are of the same stan-
dards. You can’t take it easy if
one player is out due to injury,”
said Sindhu  during a virtual in-
teraction organised by SAI.
■  “If you see there are a cou-
ple of really really good play-

ers. So you can’t take it easy,
you can’t say that since one
player is not there it might be
easy because everybody would
be preparing for the Olympics
and everybody will be in full
form,” she added. Players like 

■  The Indian shuttler said she
has to keep on working hard
and be focused to give her best
in the Tokyo Olympics.”So I
think from my side, I have to
keep working hard, I can’t re-
lax and take it easy and for me,
it is one step at a time. I need
to be just focused and give my
best,” said Sindhu. Ratchanok
Intanon, Nozomi Okuhara, Tai
Tzu-ying, Akane Yamaguchi
and An Se-young will be look-
ing to give their 100%. I will
need to be in top form. I will
be taking one match at a time.

Can’t control
the situation 

■  Saina Nehwal and Kidambi
Srikanth’s slim chances of qual-
ifying for the Tokyo Olympics
ended last week after Badminton
World Federation (BWF) con-
firmed that no further tourna-
ments will be played inside the
qualifying window. Sindhu said
she felt sad after knowing that
Saina and Srikanth have to miss
out on Olympics this year. “We

are in a situation that you nev-
er know what’s going to happen,
like when are the tournaments
going to get cancelled and when
are they going to happen. It’s not
only for us, it’s for every player
across the globe,” said Sindhu.

■  “So we can’t think that if we
would have played a particular
tournament we would have qual-
ified because I’m sure they
might be having their own per-
sonal rankings and the tourna-
ments they wanted to play. But
in these times we cannot do any-
thing about that. Obviously if
they would have been selected
it would have been good for our
Indian contingent. I’m sad that
they are not selected,” she
added.

Life comes first 

■  The Indian shuttler pointed
out that life comes first and

hence for the safety and benefit
of the athletes the tournaments
got cancelled. “These are tough
times, but for me life comes first.
We need to take care of our-
selves. It’s important to stay safe.
During the lockdown… well, that
was the first in a very long time
that I was spending quality time
with my parents. Before that, it
was about coming back from
tournaments, training at home
and again off to events.”

■  “We didn’t know we would be
in such a situation when COVID
started. We got into lockdown
and tournaments got cancelled.
Even the organisers _ the Bad-
minton Association and BWF _
are really trying hard to make it
happen,” said Sindhu.

■  She insists being in the bio-
bubble is important. “When I
travelled this year for tourna-
ments, we were put in a bio-bub-

ble where we would stay put in
our hotel, go for training and
matches, even have our food de-
livered to our rooms. We were
not allowed to mix for the safe-
ty of all athletes. We were get-
ting tested thrice a week. I felt
safe inside the bio-bubble. I hope
there will be no Covid cases
among athletes at the Games Vil-
lage and during the Olympics.

■ According to BWF, while the
qualification period officially
closes on June 15, as per the
Revised Tokyo 2020 qualifica-
tion system, the current Race
To Tokyo rankings list will not
change.

Playing without
spectators 

■  On playing without specta-
tors she said tt will definitely
be a different atmosphere. “I
am getting used to practicing
at the Gachibowli stadium. It’s
the new normal for everyone.
Even in tournaments I played
in Thailand, England and
Switzerland, there were no
spectators. I would have defi-
nitely loved to have people
cheering for India in Tokyo,
but it’s not a big issue for me.
I hope everyone will be sitting
in front of their TV sets cheer-
ing for us!” AGENCIES

Gachibowli stadium gives you the feeling of an

international level arena, it’s that big in terms

of its size. Because the badminton events in the

Olympic will be played in bigger stadiums in Japan,

we need to simulate match situations at home to

understand how to control the shuttle and its

flight. The training in Gachibowli has offered me a

good sense of a badminton Olympic venue and it

will definitely help during my matches.

PV SINDHU

Sindhu will face strong

contenders during the

Olympics in Tokyo

T
op seed Ashleigh Barty retired
injured midway through the
second set of her French Open

second-round match against Poland’s
Magda Linette on Thursday.

The Australian, who won the ti-
tle  in 2019, left the court for med-
ical treatment after losing the
first set 6-1. She had struggled
with a hip problem during her
first-round win. The 25-year-
old’s withdrawal leaves the
tournament without the
world’s top three-ranked
women’s players.

World number two Nao-
mi Osaka has pulled out.
Third-ranked Simona
Halep withdrew before
the event due to injury.
It leaves world number
four Aryna Sabalenka
as the top remaining
player in the draw. AFP
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SAYS ALL TOP WOMEN PLAYERS ARE VERY GOOD AND  WILL HAVE

TO KEEP FOCUS, BUT INSISTS LIFE COMES FIRST
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WORLD NUMBER ONE
ASHLEIGH BARTY

RETIRES INJURED 

Being in final is result of accumulation of years of hard work, says the India captain


